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HIGH SCHOOL
Message from the Executive Headmaster
As-Salaamu-Alaikum

Important
Info
TERM 4
08.10.2018
To
12.12..2018

Dear Parent/ Guardian

We have always maintained that Orient Islamic is a
school of academic and sporting excellence. However,
we also alluded to the fact that there is room for improvement, hence the need to hear from you as a
parent. In this regard we conducted a survey of all our
stakeholders, parents, teachers and learners. We wish
to thank you for your valuable feedback and will indeed work on your recommendations for improvement.

refurbishment of our Life Sciences laboratory. Orient Islamic School’s aim for science and mathematics education is that it should enable learners to
make informed
choices, empower them to shape scientific and
technological developments, and equip them to
work in an advanced economy. Our new laboratory
will Insha- Allah be ready for the new academic
year.

Our learners have once again excelled in the various
Olympiads and competitions that they participated in.
Congratulations to all our learners who brought honour to our school.

While the third term has ended, we look forward to
another very busy fourth quarter. The importance of
the fourth term cannot be
emphasised enough, as it is a term of completing
the syllabus and final assessments. Whilst we appreciate your support in all our
activities, we would like all parents to assist us in
curing a chronic problem, that is Absenteeism. Absenteeism retards progress and
therefore we appeal to all parents to ensure that
learners are regularly at school.

The highlight on our sports calendar was the AMS
National Soccer Tournament. Whilst our teams displayed remarkable skill on the soccer field, we did not
make it to the finals. We nevertheless thank all parents who assisted and supported our teams.
Our primary school learners received many accolades
and praise from parents and the community for their "
Once Upon a Time" Jalsa. Our educators and learners
put on a remarkable show, one that will be remembered for a long time. Well done to our Primary
school!
Another team effort was the very successful Ladies
Spring Lunch. Your support contributed to the event
being a joyful and empowering experience. We say
Masha Allah to our female staff.
In order to develop 21st century learners who are
scientifically aware, academically trained and technologically savvy, the school needed to build a new, well
equipped science laboratory. Therefore, an exciting
development currently underway at our school is the

Our Matriculants have just completed their trial examination and are preparing themselves for the
finals. We wish them all the best for their final examinations.
As a reminder, kindly note that school reopens on
Monday 8th October.
We thank you once again for your support and cooperation. May the Almighty make it easy upon our
learners, Ameen.

Mr Nasser Ebrahim

EXECUTIVE HEADMASTER
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MESSAGE FROM THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Greetings
We reflect on the events of this term with a great sense of pride, joy and satisfaction in all aspects of the corporate life of the school. In keeping with our mission statement we strive to provide a holistic education. We
pride ourselves on academic and sporting excellence and character building whilst maintaining the Islamic
ethos as the core of our focus.
Orient Islamic learners have yet again done us proud at the national and international levels in the Mathematics, Science and Accounting Olympiads. Their achievements have been truly impressive and we salute them for
bringing honor and glory to the school. Positive committed input from our dedicated educators have always
yielded the best output. Thank you Educators! My sincere appreciation to our dedicated parents who have always gone the extra mile to support and our educators. This three –pronged working relationship is indeed, a
winning recipe.
The Matric Trial Examinations concluded on 21 September, and a structured program focusing on the final
consolidation for our matric candidates is in progress to ensure that our learners achieve the best results in the
final examinations. Intensive intervention will continue for learners who may be at risk in some subjects and we
appeal to learners and parents for their co-operation. Regular school attendance and commitment over the
next 3 weeks is imperative. Our educators and the senior management worked extremely hard mentoring and
motivating learners at risk since the beginning of the year. This is the final stretch and my appeal to all matriculants is to reflect on their trial results and address the areas of weakness with their educators.
On behalf of the staff, learners and the board of directors we wish our matriculants every success in their examinations.
My sincere THANKS to the Board of Directors, Administrative Staff, Security Staff and Estate Staff for their ongoing support and
assistance.

Mrs. R.D. Nadesan

PRINCIPAL | H I GH S CH OOL
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ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
STAFFING
The staffing and allocations for 2019 has been finalized and we have commenced with the timetable.
RE-REGISTRATION & ADMISSIONS
Sincere thanks to all parents for their co-operation in submitting all re-registration forms timeously. The due date for re-registration
fees is 8th October2018. Admissions are continuing at a steady pace.

ACADEMIC MATTERS

MATRIC TRIAL AWARDS
The Trial Examinations successfully concluded on the 21th September. The final Life Orientation paper was written on 03 st September.
Reports will be handed to learners on 10 October at the parent consult after the Trial Awards Function.
The reports for the September Controlled Tests for Grades 7-11 will be issued in term 4 and the parent consults are scheduled
for 15 & 16 October 2018.
ORAL & PAT MODERATION
The internal standardization moderation process was conducted by the Heads of Department and Senior educators for the languages. Learners’ performance ranged from excellent to satisfactory in both the cluster and departmental moderation sessions.
Our Visual Arts learners produced some stunning pieces of art. Congratulations girls!
Thank you boys for some impressive work in EGD.
MATRIC VACATION CLASSES
The Spring Vacation classes are scheduled from 01 October - 04 October. The primary reason for these classes is to revise and consolidate the year’s work. ATTENDANCE IS COMPULSORY and learners must be attired in their SCHOOL UNIFORM. We look forward
to total commitment from both parents and learners.
GRADE 9 COURSE SELECTION
Subject choices require some serious soul searching and important decisions that will charter the course of our learners’ journey
through life hence, the correct decisions have to be made. To assist our learners Dr M.S Karodia, a career counsellor, and Dr M.A
Moola, a psychologist, addressed our parents and learners at a subject selection meeting so that informed decisions could be made.
This meeting was well attended. The following points were also highlighted:





Realistic choices
Transition from GET to FET
Pass requirements
CASS requirements.

Learners were referred to the school counsellor if they had any uncertainties. The Rocking Future career Expo held earlier in the year
exposed learners to professionals from industry, business and the sciences. Learners have also had the benefit of an information session presented by UKZN. This session clarified compulsory subjects for certain career paths. Heads of Department and senior educators also engaged with learners and enlightened learners on the demands of their subjects in the FET phase.
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LEARNER ACHIEVEMENTS
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

DE BEERS ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
The English Olympiad is a national English competition that draws 8000 entries each year. The competition is organised jointly by
the Grahamstown Foundation and the South African Council for English Education. The aims of the English Olympiad is to enrich
learners through the study of English and to encourage critical thinking and creative writing.
On the 6th of March 2018, seventeen Orient Islamic School learners participated in this very prestigious and challenging Olympiad.
Our pupils acquitted themselves well in this competition. Our results were as follows: We achieved 2 gold certificates (A symbols), 1
silver certificate (B symbol), 6 bronze certificates (C symbols) and 8 Merit certificates (D symbols). We congratulate our participants
on their achievement.

DAILY NEWS QUIZ COMPETITION
Learners were put through their paces by a series of pre – selection Quiz competitions held weekly to determine the finalists who
would represent the school. 4 learners were entered for the competition. Learners were coached by Mrs. R Asmal and Mr A Moosa.
Congratulations to the team on their excellent achievement. Our learners were placed among the top 10 schools of the 63 schools
that participated and qualified for the KZN finals.
NELSON MANDELA CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS
Four learners entered the essay writing competition inspired by Madiba Quotes held by Sastri College.Three of our learners were selected to present their speeches. Ayesha Docrat (Gr 12.1) was placed 3 rd of the 11 participants from various schools that entered. Sincere thanks to Mrs. G Haneef for mentoring our learners.
YUSUF KATHRADA ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION
Essays for this prestigious competition have been submitted. We await results.

DEPARTMENT OF AFRIKAANS

CURRICULAR INTERVENTION
Additional lessons are continuing as per the requests of learners.

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES

NATIONAL SAIPA OLYMPIAD 2018
The final round was held in August 2018. Ahmed Mohamed of Grade 12 has been placed in the top 3 in KZN. Further disclosure will
only be made by SAIPA on the 11th October 2017. Congratulations to Ahmed on his exceptional achievement.

SAICA
Our grade 9 learners participated in the Challenging Junior online Olympiad. Talha Dada Grade 9 was our top learner who obtained a
distinction.
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EMS QUIZ COMPETITION

Our grades 7-9 learners participated in the EMS quiz competition hosted by the department of Education. All 6 learners proceeded
to round 2. Congratulations to Talha Dada who was placed first in the district in the grade 9 catergory. Our other top achievers were
Husna Olla, Muhammed Asmall, Layla omar and Sameeha Bux.

JSE CHALLENGE

The learners from grades 9 to 11 are currently participating in the JSE Challenge that teaches learners about investments and trading
on the security exchange. Learners are mentored by Mr H Bobat and Mrs F Cassimjee

MARKET DAY

A very successful Market day enabled our GET phase learners to showcase their entrepreneurial skills. This trading session generated
a wonderful atmosphere where learners put into practice the skills they honed during the EMS theory lessons.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCES
INTERNATIONAL PHYSICS OLYMPIAD (LISBON PORTUGAL JULY 2018)
FEEDBACK REPORT BY NUZHAT AFREEN AMOD
Isaac newton said: “To myself I am only a child playing on the beach, while vast oceans of truth lie undiscovered before me.” After
attending the 49th International Physics Olympiad, I now have a very similar mindset, after all I am just an ordinary girl from a small
suburb in a small city, situated in a country in Africa where apparently, lions roam the streets at night.
As salaam u alaykum wa rahmatullahi wa barakatu. My name is Nuzhat Aafreen Amod and I had the opportunity to represent our
rainbow nation in Lisbon, Portugal, two weeks ago. I will be honest, I was rather apprehensive to attend the competition, but with
enough encouragement and support, I prepared for the Olympiad. On the 21 st of July we landed in Lisbon Airport and I guess that
was when reality “struck” me. I was in a foreign country with 4 teammates whom I knew nothing about at that time, competing
against 430
students from 87 different countries- but I decided to just smile, relax and enjoy the challenge ahead of me. Lisbon is a breathtakingly beautiful city with the most welcoming and friendliest people. If I close my eyes, I can transport myself to the University of Lisbon
where the opening ceremony was held or to Alfama, a splendid part of Lisboa, rich in culture, or to any one of the ancient castles that
we visited. I can even picture myself in the large stadium we wrote our exams in. Each exam was 5 hours long- and I never thought I
would say this, but 5 hours is not a lot of time.
What was the highlight of my trip, though? I cannot pick one- maybe it was when I learnt how to fence or when we played Portuguese games with the guides as well as students from Netherlands, Cyprus, Latvia, Spain and Switzerland, or the dinners at the hotel
where we would laugh till our sides hurt, there were tears in our eyes and we would get strange looks from the other teams. One of
the highlights of my trip would definitely be when I met an astronaut, and sat through one of the most inspirational talks. The entire
week was very eventful: we would explore Lisbon even on the days we wrote exams! This experience as a whole has opened my mind
and left me with a great love for science. It was so rewarding to be grouped with so many other students my age who also have a
keen interest in science.
My teammates would often tease me as I was the only female participant representing not only South Africa but Africa as a continent. Science is a male-dominated field, and this further motivates me to work hard and hopefully contribute to the world of science.
Each time I learnt something new, I couldn’t help but be in awe of our Creator, Lord of the Worlds. I left Lisbon with a great respect
for scientists and scholars that came before us and since the person of interest for IPhO 2018 was Richard Feynman, I would like to
conclude with one of his quotes that I found quite profound: “The first principle is that you must not fool yourself, and you are the
easiest person to fool.”
I would also like to thank our Executive Headmaster Mr. Ebrahim, the Principal Mrs. Nadesan, Head of Academics Ms. J Desai, as well
as each and every one of my educators for their support and for molding me into the person that I am today.
JazakAllah!
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INTERNATIONAL JUNIOR SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
We are proud to announce that Mauz Habib, a grade 10 learner, was shortlisted for the International Junior Science Olympiad
scheduled for December 2018 in Botswana. He wrote his final selection test in 25 September. We are awaiting results.
DUT ESKOM SCIENCE EXPO
Congratulations to our 17 learners from grades 7-11who participated in the DUT Science Expo. Yusuf Goga Grade 11 was awarded a
Gold certificate for first position in the Plant Science category. Two learners were awarded silver certificates and seven learners were
awarded bronze certificates. Six learners received awards for highly commendable efforts.
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
The Science Department has entered a total of 100 learners from Grade 7 to Grade 11 in the Natural Science, Life Sciences and
Physical Science Olympiads. The Olympiads were completed on 31 July and 02 August. We are awaiting results.
COMPUTER OLYMPIAD
Orient entered learners from grades (7-12) for the National Computer Olympiad initiated by Computer Talent Search, a project of the
Institute of IT Professionals SA. Learners performed well. 9 bronze, 3 silver and 2 gold certificates were awarded to grade7 learners in
the Junior division. Congratulations to Hanna Olla and Laila Omar.
ARBOR DAY
On 12 September the Life Sciences Club held an ARBOR DAY ASSEMBLY under the leadership of Mr Thompson and the Life Sciences
Team. Grade 11 learners from the Life Sciences Club spearheaded the program. The presentation was well organized, entertaining
and informative, aimed at increasing our awareness of the need to conserve our environment. The history and importance of Arbor
Day was presented with videos, poems and monologues reminding us to take care of our amazing world and to use its resources
responsibly. Thank you Mr D.L. Naidu for the excellent co-ordination of the program.
BEACH CLEAN UP
Five Primary School learners, 25 High School learners, a few parents and our Life Sciences educators Mr Thompson and Mr D.L. Naidu
met early on Saturday 15th September at Sunkist Beach in Durban ready for the annual Beach Clean-Up project.
The OIS team was blessed with beautiful weather and enthusiastically picked up 18 bags of litter from the Beach.
Sincere thanks Mrs Hajra Badat for organizing the event and for the refreshing bottles of water and apples supplied to all the participants at the end of the clean-up session.
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GRADE 8 MYPEDIA INTEGRATED E-LEARNING PROGRAM –
REPORT BY ICT CO- ORDINATOR – MR IVAN THOMPSON
In 2017, the ICT Committee reviewed and recommended the purchase of the MyPedia integrated e-learning program from Pearson
Educational Publishers. Contracts and payments were finalized in early 2018 for Orient Islamic School to partner with Pearson as an
Early Adopter school for the MyPedia pilot program.
The MyPedia program includes Grade 8 Natural Sciences printed textbooks, printed workbooks, printed Teachers Plans as well as a
digital e-book of the textbook with embedded videos and animations. The online APP allows educators to set assessments, assignments and discussion groups for any topic in the CAPS aligned syllabus with the learners accessing these items in the classroom as
well as at home.
As an early adopter school, OIS also received access to the Grade 11 Life Sciences Mobile Achiever digital APP that will be setup and
activated within the next few weeks. An additional R5000.00 of resources from Pearson Publishers for various subjects will be ordered during the course of Term 3.
Introductory training as well as follow up support sessions have been carried out with educators as well as learners by the MyPedia
support team outlining the use of the MyPedia program. Baseline assessments were conducted to identify prior knowledge and any
areas needing development which informed the lesson preparation of the educator. One of the most important aspects of this program is the ability to monitor the learner’s use of all the resources and instantly mark the assessments to provide the educator and
management with very useful diagnostic, analytical and monitoring information.
The iPad room and F36 lecture theatre are now being used for the e-learning sessions by Mrs A. Alwar.
The IT Manager, Yusuf Ebrahim and his team have been instrumental in the setup and configuration of the iPads, the digital components of the MyPedia program as well as the fast & secure internet access which has made the implementation of this e-learning pilot program a success.
During the recent vacation, the IT Manager and the ICT Coordinator were invited to Cape Town for a feedback workshop at Pearson
Headquarters on the implementation of the MyPedia program at OIS. Reports were gathered from all stakeholders and shared at the
workshop where the strengths, weaknesses and future developments of the MyPedia program were workshopped. The workshop
proved to be an extremely informative exercise which highlighted the importance and potential of blended e-learning programs like
MyPedia.
Recently a Parents information evening was held to introduce the MyPedia program to the OIS parents of the grade 8 learners participating in the pilot program. Although the overall turnout was very disappointing, the parents that attended were interested and
excited about the program and welcomed our attempts to provide their children with 21 st century education which will properly prepare them for Tertiary studies and beyond.
Sincere thanks to Mrs. Alwar for taking our learners into 21st century learning.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
FEMSISSA MATHS OLYMPIAD

Congratulations to Khadija Rajub gr11, Arsal Bajwa gr10, Mauz Mohamed Habib gr 10 and Asma Elias Gr 9 who will jet off to represent FEMSISSA South Africa in the International Youth Mathematics Conference in Lucknow India from 24 November to 7 December
2018. We wish them all the best. Thirty one learners from grades 7-11 will sit for round 2 of the FEMSISSA Olympiad on 11 October
2018. We wish them well.
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NATIONAL MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD
53 learners qualified for round 2 of Maths Olympiad. Congratulations to Husna Olla (Gr 8.1) who qualified for round 3. She wrote her
examination at Clifton College on 26 July. We await her results.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
NELSON MANDELA CENTENARY CELEBRTIONS
Eighty two grade 9 learners attended a Drama production “The Spear, the Nation, the Future – scripted”’at Sastri College as part
of the Nelson centenary celebrations. Learners are currently completing an assessment task in history based on the drama production.
Zuhaaira Osman (Gr 12) and Jameel Saib (Gr 8) received certificated of commendation for their exquisite artwork at the art exhibition
commemorating the Nelson Mandela centenary celebrations.
BLOOD CLINIC
A Blood Donor Clinic was held on 07 August. Sincere appreciation to all donors for their gift of love. Forty five pints of blood were
donated
LEARNER REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL
Congratulations to our LRC under the leadership of Maryam Mohamed and Yaseen Jooma guided by Mrs. F Jagot for hosting the
aged from TAFTA. Full credit to our awesome learners for a beautiful educational, entertaining and interactive function thoroughly
enjoyed by our guests. Sincere thanks to all our parents and grandparents for their support and assistance.
On 02 August the Acton Road Department of Education Offices held a training workshop. Two representatives from the LRC attended.
LADIES SPRING LUNCH
The Ladies Spring Lunch was a phenomenal success. It was an informative and memorable occasion celebrated at the Orient Islamic
School on the 15th of September. The support from the Orient family, alumni and the community was overwhelming. The audience
spent an inspirational afternoon enthralled by motivational speaker Naadhira Chippa, author Yasmin Vally Mather and a panel of
experienced medical practitioners consisting of Drs Hajra Motala, Fathima Docrat, Priya Paraj, Naseeba Kathrada and Farheen Abdool
Majeed. Guests were spoilt with a sumptuous meal and lots of amazing prizes and giveaways.
The achievement of women was celebrated at this successful fundraising event. We thank all our role players in this, the very first of
many more ladies luncheons.
Sincere appreciation to Mrs. Mumtaz Motala for driving the event with such passion to ensure is success. To the members of the
steering committee and the Mums Committee, thank you for your teamwork from start to finish. We appreciate all your efforts.
FUN RUN
Our Fun Run is scheduled for 14 October 2018. The Committee is in the advanced stages of preparation. We have also ensured that
all security measures are in place. However, in the light of instances regarding human trafficking we advise parents to walk with their
children to ensure maximum safety. Parents, you have the option of purchasing tickets for participation at the cost of R20 from the
school via your child prior to the event or on the day of the event. We look forward to your support.

Mrs. R.D. Nadesan

PRINCIPAL | H I GH S CH OOL
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FROM THE DESK OF THE ISLAMIAT DEPARTMENT
All praise to Almighty Allah, we have enjoyed a very successful and fruitful third term in the Islamiat Department.
Apart from the normal syllabus, various tarbiyyah (character building) programmes were conducted on varied
topics.
Our special Islamiat Assembly on Friday mornings is very well received by both learners and the educators,
which covers interesting topics, current affairs and stimulates learners interests.

Currently we have 13 educators in the department who are very determined to ensure that our learners receive
the best Deeni education possible inshallah.
We want our children to excel in both their Islamiat and secular subjects to ensure a holistically well grounded
learner and future role player in society.
It is vital and essential that we need the corporation of our Parents to ensure that what is learnt in school is reinforced and practised at home, most importantly the regular establishment of the five daily Salaah and particularly recitation of the Holy Quraan.
Wishing our Orient families a most peaceful and safe vacation and restful break.
Yours in education

ISLAMIAT DEPARTMENT
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK
SOCCER
Orient fielded 5 successful teams in the AMS National Soccer tournament held in Durban during August. The school had
the honor of having 6 players selected for the AMS National Team.
UNDER 11 – Rehaan Silat – Grade 6.2
UNDER 13 - M. Ismail Amod Grade 8.2 & M. Uwais Saeed Grade 7.2
UNDER 15 – Yusuf Mahomed Grade 8.3
UNDER 17 - M. Ameen Khan Grade 11.3 & Aqeel Emmamally Grade 11.5
Yusuf Mahomed had the unique honor of being selected as the player of the tournament.

Our school also hosted a very successful girls Astroturf Inter Class Soccer Tournament. Grade 9.1 won an interesting final
against the Grade 8.1 Team A. Fathima Vanker won the player of the Tournament Award.
VOLLEYBALL
The boys played in a very competitive interclass volleyball tournament. An underrated grade 11.4 team beat favorites11.5
in a closely contested final. Ismaeel Sheik won the player of the tournament award.
The interest and participation among our girls has more than doubled in volleyball, with the school looking to add on 2
more volleyball courts.
FUN RUN
All parents, family, and learners are encouraged to participate in the 5km Orient Fun Run / Walk on Sunday 14th October
from the North Beach, Amphitheatre at 07.30am.

Yours in Sport

SPORTS HEAD
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LIBRARY NEWS
e-Platform BY WHEELERS
We once again remind you about the exciting opportunity of registering on Orient Islamic School’s e – Platform. In this way you can
make ANY place a reading place.

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO STILL HAVEN’T REGISTERED, IT IS NOW EVEN EASIER TO DO
SO WITH THE E-PLATFORM APP.
1. Search for ‘E-Platform by Wheelers ’on your app store. Download the free app.
2. Find our library (Orient Islamic School in an alphabetical list), sign in or register (for first timers)
3. Browse and download a book to read on your device.
If you wish to read off your desktop or laptop:
1. Type in ois.wheelers.co in your browser.
2. The Orient Islamic School e-book page will come up.
3. Thereafter, REGISTER, by filling in the registration form.

A peek into a few of the interesting titles available for your reading pleasure.

Digital Fortress

By Dan Brown
When the National Security Agency's invincible code-breaking machine encounters
a mysterious code it cannot break, the agency calls in its head cryptographer, Susan
Fletcher, a brilliant, beautiful mathematician. What she uncovers sends shock waves
through the corridors of power.

LIFE of PI

By Yann Martel
One boy, one boat, one tiger . . .

After the tragic sinking of a cargo ship, a solitary lifeboat remains bobbing on the wild, blue
Pacific. The only survivors from the wreck are a sixteen year-old boy named Pi, a hyena, a zebra
(with a broken leg), and a female orangutan -- and a 450-pound Royal Bengal tiger. The scene is
set for one of the most extraordinary and best-loved works of fiction in recent

e-Platform allows you to customize the font so that reading is made much easier for you. So, once you
choose your book, you can enlarge the font size, create bigger spaces between the words or lighten the
background to make the words stand out. With over 1300 books to choose from, you are surely spoilt for
choice. We urge you to take advantage of this amazing opportunity.

